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Introduction
Retailers have an important role in achieving a circular economy. The circular economy is an economic
system designed to maximize reusability of products and raw materials. By closing the loop as much as
possible, energy loss and waste production are avoided. Dutch retailers have already launched many private
initiatives to reuse products and raw materials, and reduce their ecological footprint and waste production.
Think for example of initiatives around sustainable procurement, providing better consumer information,
and reducing packaging and food waste. Through such initiatives, shopkeepers fully contribute to sustainable societal development.

This brochure highlights some of the many practical examples of circular entrepreneurship in the Dutch
retail sector.
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An ounce of waste prevention is worth a
pound of cure
Packaging: less, smarter use, more sustainable
Dutch retailers are working hard on making packaging more sustainable, in their own stores and jointly with
other stakeholders through the Knowledge Institute Sustainable Packaging (Kennisinstituut Duurzaam Verpakken, KIDV ). While packaging sometimes may seem environmentally-unfriendly, it also has an important
function. Packaging is necessary for preservation and transportation of products, and so contributes to waste prevention. Take for example cucumbers, which travel a long way. They last longer if packaged in plastic.
Also, bulk packaging is not always better for the environment than small portion packs. Portion packs, such
as coffee milk in cups, help avoid spillage, and thus may actually be better for the environment.
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Albert Heijn reduces excess plastic, paper, metal, and air in packaging.

Then the product may be rented out again to a new customer, possibly after refurbishment or upgrading.

Take for example the haricots verts. First, these were packaged on a plas-

Selling a product as a service is nothing new to consumer electronics stores as Expert and ElectronicPart-

tic dish with cellophane and a label. Now, Albert Heijn only uses a small,

ner. They rent out products such as TVs, washing machines, and refrigerators. This offers advantages for the

pre-printed bag. This reduces the amount of plastic needed by 75%.

customer, who doesn’t have to make a big up-front investment and always has access to the latest products

Unnecessary packaging is increasingly dropped, for example the plastic

(which are increasingly energy-efficient, too).

foil in tea packaging or the paper around the tea bag. Also for other pro-

Moreover, the rental of products often comes

ducts, Albert Heijn increasingly make use of recycled materials such as paper, glass, plastic, or FSC-certified

with extra service, such as repairs in case of de-

card board. By taking the air out of certain products, Albert Heijn can pack and transport products more

fects. Also for the retailer there are advantages.

efficiently.

The retailer builds a durable relation with the
customer and maintains ownership of the pro-

Own a product or take advantage of its function?

duct.

People attach less and less value to owning a product, and increasingly care about simply being able to use
the function of a product. Think of sitting on a couch, using the light from a lamp, or the wash cycle from
a washing machine. Ultimately, you don’t care about owning a washing machine, but about having clean
laundry! Retailers anticipate and respond to such changing values by offering products for a lease contract
or charging a price per use, and offer the extra service that comes with the rental. The product-as-a-service
model thus fits very well with the circular economy. Products are well-maintained and repaired when necessary. At the end of the lease, companies will take back the product.
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Making waste collection increasingly
easier
More and more recycling of old appliances in stores
In 2012, GAMMA was the first retail chain to place in its stores a collection unit for fluorescent lamps,
fluorescent tubes, batteries, and small electrical appliances. The unit is innovative and easily recognisable
by the customer, and was developed together with WeCycle, the foundation responsible for the collection
and recycling of ‘e-waste’ in the Netherlands. Today, the collection units can be found in almost all GAMMA
DIY stores and with other large retail chains – in total in over 3,500 stores throughout the Netherlands.
There is no obligation to buy a new product for customers when recycling an old product in the unit. In
this way, the shops offer their customers an extra service.

The collection unit in stores lowers the threshold for returning waste even more, and makes the consumer
increasingly aware on the possibilities for recycling. GAMMA promotes environmentally conscious DIY
(including the collection unit) through a TV commercial, for example. This helps ensure that more waste is
collected. In 2015 alone, shops in the Netherlands collected 44 million kilos of discarded electrical appliances and energy-efficient lamps (e-waste). All collected e-waste is recycled through WeCycle for up to 90%.
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Collection of empty batteries
Batteries don’t belong in household waste. They
may contain substances that are harmful to the environment, such as the heavy metals mercury, lead,
and cadmium. These substances are harmful when
they are disposed of with household waste. Therefore, it is important that consumers can dispose of
their old batteries as easily as possible. Supermarket chain Hoogvliet offers a special battery collection bin at the entrance. The batteries deposited
here are retrieved and processed by the foundation
Stibat (Stichting Batterijen).
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From waste to a new product
The SKRUTT

SKRUTT symbolises a much broader develop-

Is there a better example of circular economy

ment to close the loop entirely. Also for other ty-

than making new products using largely or enti-

pes of waste, such as card board, the possibilities

rely your own waste? This is exactly what the IKEA

for reuse in new products are considered. This

product SKRUTT does, which is also available in

should lead to energy savings, as well as advan-

the Netherlands. SKRUTT is a desktop mat made

tages for the customer. For example, some IKEA

from the packaging foil IKEA uses to protect pro-

stores take back mattresses for energy recovery

ducts during transport. The plastic was already

and recycling.

collected for recycling, but is now also sorted,

New clothes from old fibres
In the textile and clothing sector, technologies are being developed for recycling and even upcycling textile.
There are many ongoing initiatives in the textile retail to improve collection, realise more reuse, or make
recycling possible 1. For example, several stores such as H&M and C&A offer discounts on new clothing when
returning used clothing. Still collection is only part of the story. Especially important is the business case
for reuse. Retailers are committed to developing the business case by taking part in the platform ‘Green is
the red thread’ (Groen Is De Rode Draad, GIDRD). The view of the platform is that more collection will follow
automatically, once there is sufficient market demand for (high quality) recycled fibres and yarns.

To develop the market demand, several obstacles need to be negotiated. The best clothing items can go to
thrift stores and other countries. But the fabric which is no longer suitable for reuse should be recycled to

grinded, and washed, in order to prepare it again

create new, high-quality clothing. For this purpose, unique processes are being developed in collaboration

for production. The SKRUTT is sold in the same

with, among others, Texperium and Saxion 2. For example, by means of chemical recycling cotton is dissol-

shops where the material started as plastic waste.

ved, cleaned, and purified. This allows old fibres to be made into new viscose-fibres, that can even be reused
endlessly. As such, the textile chain is becoming truly circular.

1
2
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Circulaire Economie in de textielketen: naar innovatieve textielrecyclering
Texperium
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Repairing products prevents waste
The cooperation initiatives have

Increasingly, businesses specialise in selling refurbished products: re-

already lead to the first products

paired, renovated, or upgraded products. This happens especially in

and in the near future, more cir-

high-end electronics, such as phones or tables. Take for example De

cular products will be marketed.

Reparatiewinkel ( The Repair Shop) in Ede. They have been repairing

In 2013, retail chain WE have de-

products for over 30 years, and sell more and more refurbished pro-

veloped a vest and sweater with yarn consisting of

ducts. De Reparatiewinkel also offers several product collection points

50% recycled fibres from discarded clothing ( WE

across the country, making the choice easier for consumers to have a

Recycle). The Ministry of Defence also led by exam-

product repaired. If (parts of ) products can no longer be re-used, they

ple by procuring overalls and towels consisting of

are recycled and so stay ‘in the loop’.

at least 20% recycled material. Initiatives also tap
into the potential offered by groups specifically interested in sustainability. Through BlueLOOP
Originals, the Waddenvereniging (an organisation
for the conservation of nature reserve the Wadden
Sea) sold fisherman sweaters made from recycled
denim and lamb’s wool.
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Saving energy, reducing emissions
The production, distribution, and sale of products uses a lot of energy. Saving energy and using renewable
energy sources are therefore a priority for retailers, their suppliers, and transporters. There are many different
measures taken to make a store or distribution centre more energy efficient. This includes, among other
things, the application of LED lighting or other energy-efficient lighting, or a double-lock at the entrance of
a store which ensures that the temperature inside remains constant.

Much of the environmental gain is also achieved in the supply of stores. Together with transporters and the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency, supermarkets have developed various measures to supply their stores in a
clean and quiet way. Examples of improvements are silent tailgates, cooling equipment, and trolleys. This
allows supermarkets to supply stores quietly between 7AM and 7PM without any noise or inconvenience for
residents. Moreover, fuel is saved and less CO2 and fine particles are emitted.
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Sustainable distribution

Longer, quieter trucks

The approximately 50,000 m2 large distribution centre of Lidl in Waddinxveen has been rated with the hig-

All 262 PLUS supermarkets

Albert Heijn is committed to efficient transportati-

hest possible certification by BREEAM, the global assessor of sustainable buildings. The building is illumi-

are now climate neutral.

on, both in and outside cities. Every day, its stores

nated with 100% LED lighting. More than 4000 solar panels are installed on the roof, so that the building is

PLUS has been working

are resupplied in the most sustainable way possible.

self-sufficient on a sunny day. There is no gas connection, so that the distribution can run without the use of

to make their stores more

The trucks are longer, so that more products can be

fossil fuels altogether. In addition, rain water is collected for the purpose of, among other things, irrigating

energy efficient and has been using 100% ‘green’

transported at once, and the trucks are quitter and

the nearby agricultural greenhouses.

energy since 2011, the last three years through Eu-

cleaner, meaning less

ropean wind energy. Now, the compensation of its

harm to the environ-

Becoming circular in every aspect

CO2 emissions from gas usage and store cooling

ment. Some trucks are

A.S. Watson collects 14 million kilos of cardboard and 1,2 million kilos

can be added to the use of fully renewable energy

even powered by bio-

of plastic annually from its 1300 Kruidvat and Trekpleister stores in

sources. This makes the supermarket chain fully cli-

gas. And with a meticulously planned roadmap, not

the Netherlands, Belgium, and France. Trucks that supply the stores

mate neutral.

a meter too much is driven. This saves both energy

are also used to collect the packaging waste, so that no trucks drive

and CO2.

empty. In more and more trucks diesel is switched for LNG, so that al-

Climate neutral distribution centres

ready now 15% less CO2 is emitted and 90% less soot. The packaging

Online platform Bol.com and supermarket chain Lidl are building the most sustainable retail distribution

returns go to a private recycling centre in Heteren, opened in Septem-

centres in the Netherlands. The building of Bol.com is completely carbon neutral in its energy use by using

ber 2016. This building is BREEAM-certified (excellent or four stars).

wind turbines on the grounds, by using heat and cold storage in the soil combined with heat pumps, and

With 1700 solar panels on the roof, the A.S. Watson recycling centre

by making energy-efficient choices for the installation of heating, cooling, and ventilation.

generates 100% of its energy consumption.
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Tackling food waste
Pilots against food spillage
Supermarket organisations have started pilots to fight food waste together with the consumer. The largest
spillage occurs with the consumer, so that there is lots to gain here. The pilots relate to markdowns, adjusting or clarifying best-before dates, awareness-raising, and more.

Donating to food banks

The ‘Eetmaatje’

All supermarket organisations in the Netherlands

The ‘Eetmaatje’ is a free measu-

have relations with the food banks. By donating

ring cup. This is a handy tool

food and expertise, significantly more food can be

that allows consumers to sim-

saved and shared. Through the efforts of the Vak-

ply measure the right portion

centrum, a covenant was conclu-

of pasta, spaghetti, or cous-

ded covering food donations to

cous for one or more persons.

food banks. The covenant provi-

With this tool, Ahold Delhaize

des the necessary clarity and cer-

was able to reduce food wastage among

tainty on, for example, the liability for food safety

over a million consumers.

in the case of donations.
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Soup from residual products
Supermarket chains Jumbo and Emté sells soup made from waste streams. Vegetables

Repackaging

that are otherwise composted or fermented so have value again. The vegetables that

Supermarket chain Dirk

are used in the soups come from the entire supply chain. The products have been rejec-

repackages fruits and

ted because they are, for example, damaged during harvesting or have deviating co-

vegetables when the

lours and sizes, and therefore do not meet the demands of the markets. Emté uses the

packaging has ripped or

Barstensvol-soup from the Verspillingsfabriek (‘waste factory’) in Veghel. The Verspil-

has been damaged. That

lingsfabriek uses saved products, such as overripe or misshapen tomatoes, as well as

means the products won’t

by-products from processing, such as the cups and butts of tomatoes, to make new products.

have to be discarded. The
repackaged products have

Pick of the day

a sticker, indicating that the

Preparing food in-store

Instock is the first restaurant in the Netherlands that

products have the same

Food almost on the date? In one PLUS-supermarket in Winterswijk

turns food surplus into delicious meals. Every day, fruits

quality, but that customers

they use these products to make fresh, ready-to-eat meals. The chef

and vegetables with some imperfections, one day old

may take them for a lower

chooses products that are nearing their expiry date, or that consu-

bread, or the surplus of meat and fish are picked up at

price.

mers wouldn’t pick for other reasons (such as a broken carrot), and

Albert Heijn stores and at producers. Creative chefs use

prepares the meals right in the store. As a result, customers have

these products to make breakfasts, lunch, and dinners

access to fresh meals, and less food is thrown away.

every day. As a result, Instock rescues about 2,000 kilos
of products weekly.
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Achieving more together
Cooperation around a sustainable retail sector at European level
Cooperation in the retail chain helps achieving a circular economy. Retailers seek each other actively. They
have united in the Retailers Environmental Action Programme (REAP) at European level. This platform aims
to jointly reduce the environmental footprint of the retail sector based on three actions: ‘what we sell, how
we sell, and how we communicate’. For example, the aim is to purchase products with a lower environmental
impact, making the supply chain more efficient, and inform consumers about making environmental-friendly choices in the consumption of products and services. The current phase of REAP is entirely dedicated to
the circular economy.
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Sector initiative for more sustainable packaging

Alliance Sustainable Food reduces food waste

Three industry associations in the chains

The Dutch food industry, pet food and retail sectors have

The Alliance Sustainable Food is a joint initiative between the CBL, FNLI, LTO, Veneca,

‘food and beverages’ and ‘pet food’ have

already made considerable progress in recent years when it

the hospitality industry, and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. Within the

concluded a trade sustainability plan for

comes to setting up an efficient system for the collection,

Alliance, there is specific attention for the topic of combating food waste. The-

packaging, covering the period 2015 to

sorting and recycling of packaging put on the Dutch market.

refore, 2015 was the year against food waste. During a dinner with the State

2017. In this sector plan the FNLI, CBL,

The sector plan serves as a prelude to even greater ambiti-

Secretary for Economic Affairs, companies from the entire supply chain shared

and NVG set out the ways in which more

ons to achieve a more circular economy in 2030. Industry

their efforts against spillage. Different research projects and initiatives were star-

sustainability of packaging on the Dutch

associations FNLI, CBL, and NVG as such play an important

ted since.

market can be achieved. This collaborati-

role to stimulate and accelerate the process of sustainabili-

on between the three industry associati-

ty, raise the awareness on the importance of sustainability,

The Alliance is also looking for options to improve the entire chain, for example through public-private

ons is unique, also at European level. This

improve the level of

cooperation in CARVE (Across supply Chain Action program Reduction of food waste, improved Valorisation

is the first time that the instrument of sec-

knowledge on rele-

& resource Efficiency) 3. CARVE develops a toolbox that helps businesses to fit food waste prevention into

tor plans is used to achieve more sustai-

vant rules and regu-

daily business operations. Often improvements can be made in unexpected areas. For example, companies

nable packaging.

lations, and finally to

have looked into ways to counteract the loss of milk. Causes may be sought in the way milk is delivered, for

initiate relevant rese-

example the order units.

arch projects.

3
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CARVE
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ICSR Covenants rely on strength of industry
The Dutch government encourages industry to agree on a joint approach to tackle risks in production
chains. The agreements are made in the form of sector agreements in the field of International Corporate
Social Responsibility (ICSR). The core of the agreements (or covenants) is that industry, government, trade
unions, and civil society work together in achieving the goals. The Dutch government aims to sign ten
covenants in the near future. The leading principle is that industry itself is taking the lead. Agreements
are made on, among other things, sustainable supply chain management, prevention of human rights
violations, liveable wages, animal welfare, and limiting environmental damage. This form of cooperation is
©Fotograaf Dirk Hol

unique in Europe.

In July 2016, the first covenant was signed: the covenant Sustainable Garments and Textile. It is agreed
that the parties will work together to limit child labour, realise liveable wages, and create healthy and
safe working conditions for employees in the production of clothing and textiles. The strive for a circular
economy also plays an important role. So, it was agreed to significantly reduce the environmental impact

As many as 72 businesses, industry associations ( VGT, Modint, and Inretail), NGOs, unions, and the Dutch

in the production and supply chain, and to ensure that, among other products, textiles and leather are

Government participate in the covenant Sustainable Garments and Textile. The participating businesses

used as efficiently as possible, and where possible collected and reused. A roadmap is being elaborated

together represent over a third of the total revenue (3,5 billion euros) on the Dutch market. The goal is that

to develop the business case for regaining raw materials, reusing materials, and reducing waste. The first

in 2018 over half and in 2020 over 80% of the Dutch garments and textile sector participates. The Nether-

successes are achieved in that area, but the development of knowledge and innovation still requires a lot

lands is the first country that gets to work to make the sector more sustainable in this unique way.

of investment.
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Making sustainability visible
Het Super Supermarkt Keurmerk voor duurzame ondernemers
Beginning 2012, industry association Vakcentrum, together with research organisation TNO, developed the Super Supermarket Certification
(Super Supermarkt Keurmerk, SSK). This is a certification for locally, socially, and environmentally involved retailers. The SSK certificate has seven
central themes that consist of criteria related to sustainability and the
circular economy, such as sustainable use of energy. The certificate gives
visibility to locally relevant and sustainable entrepreneurship. Vakcentrum
and the SSK Foundation also organise activities for its members to stimulate waste prevention, collection,
and separation. For example, activities include campaigns for glass collection, combating litter, and reducing food waste.
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Campaigns for waste separation

Glas in ’t Bakkie

Retailers contribute to the prevention, clean-up, and separation of waste and litter through the packaging

Of course, glass belongs in the bottle

waste levies (‘Afvalbeheersbijdrage Verpakkingen’). This contribution finances initiatives such as ‘Nederland

bank. Yet a lot of glass is still thrown

Schoon’ (against litter), ‘Glas in ‘t Bakkie’ (separate collection of glass waste), and ‘Plastic Heroes’. These initi-

away with the general household waste.

atives are implemented by the Afvalfonds Verpakkingen, Nedvang, and Nederland Schoon.

Shame, because glass can be recycled
endlessly.

Retailers

are

committed

Nederland Schoon

Plastic Heroes

to more glass collection with the

Nederland Schoon ( The Netherlands Clean)

The more plastic packaging waste

campaign ‘Glas in ‘t Bakkie’ (Glas in

wants to prevent and combat litter in the Nether-

we return separated, the more we

the bottle bank). A unique initiative

land. The initiative campaigns against littering,

can use to create new products and packaging. That

in which, for example in cooperation

conducts research, and organises collection ac-

means we need to burn less plastic and less plastic

with Vakcentrum, actions are held in

tions. One of these actions

ends up in the environment. To make the collection of

shops for more glass separation and

is a national clean-up day,

plastic packaging waste as easy as possible, the pack-

collection. A campaign team in the store

during with entrepreneurs

aging industry came up with the Plastic-Heroes initia-

informs customers in a fun and cheerful

and their employees roll up

tive. Plastic Heroes is the collection system for plastic

way, encourages throwing glass in the

their sleeves for a clean shopping environment.

packaging, such as small PET bottles, butter tubs, and

bottle bank, and hands out bags that

This motivates entrepreneurs, employees, and

bottles.

can be used for glass collection.

customers to be more conscious about waste
flows.
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Increasing awareness
Through different actions and campaigns, retailers stimulate awareness-raising among consumers. This allows consumers to make more environmentally-friendly choices when buying products.

Energievreters
Using products for a longer time is good
for the environment, but this does not go
for refrigerators. A modern refrigerator is in
fact so much more economical that it does not pay to postpone
the purchase of an energy-efficient fridge. Still, only 87% of Dutch
households only replaces a refrigerator once it breaks. The energy
used to make a new refrigerator is more than offset by the energy
savings from replacing and old refrigerator in a timely manner.
Modern refrigerators are 60% more efficient than refrigerators
from 2007. The campaign ‘Energievreters’ (energy guzzlers) aims
to encourage consumers to replace their old, inefficient fridges.
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Stickers against spillage

Klus bewust (Conscious DIY)

SSK certified supermarkets

In all GAMMA stores (DIY-stores) and on their website,

alert consumers to their own

a large selection of products is provided with the label

role in food waste. Products that are approa-

‘Klus Bewust’ (Conscious DIY ). This label informs con-

ching their expiry date are provided with

sumers about the sustainability aspects of products, in

stickers that read “together against food was-

order to allow them to make conscious choices. Milieu

te, a matter of doing it!”. With among other

Centraal, an independent educational organisation in

things this action, SSK supermarkets take up

the field of sustainability, has col-

the challenge to combat food waste and rai-

laborated with GAMMA and

se awareness among consumers. The sticker

has assessed the product

encourages consumers to choose products

range for its environment

with a shorter remaining shelf life, so as to

and health aspects.

avoid wastage.
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Environmentally conscious decisions by use of European logo’s

Energy efficiency label

A number of different logos and certifications exist at product level. These help consumers to make environ-

Energy labels make it easier for consumers to choose, as they show at a glance which

mental-friendly and energy-efficient choices when buying products.

appliances are most economical. The most well-known label among consumers is the
Energy Efficiency Label. This is because the label is not only used for electrical ap-

Organic products

pliances, but also for the energy efficiency of cars and buildings. In other words,

Since 2010, there is a European logo that allows
consumers to recognise organic products in a
simple manner. Organic consumption leads to
a more sustainable food chain, and has positive
consequences for the environment. For example,
organic production does not involve the use of
chemical fertilisers or pesticides.

it is visible in many places.

Ecolabel

Sustainable timber

Manufacturers can put the ecolabel on their products, if the
product belongs in the top
10% of energy efficient

Certification of timber and timber
products can demonstrate the origin
from sustainably managed forests.
The two best-known labels are PEFC and FSC. Sus-

products in its respec-

tainable forest management means using a renewable

tive category. The ecolabel

resource; the forests produce wood every few decades.

should reflect excellence in energy effi-

What is more, wood often enjoys a second or even

ciency for consumers.

third life, for example through use in particle boards.
Sustainable timber also contributes to the reduction of
CO2.
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About Detailhandel Nederland
Detailhandel Nederland

Disclaimer

Detailhandel Nederland represents the collective social and economic interests of the retailers. The aim is

Liability

to create the perfect climate for retailers to do business in the best possible way.

The brochure 'Circular Economy on Display' by Detailhandel Nederland has been compiled with the utmost care. Nevertheless, Detailhandel Nederland cannot give any guarantees that the presented informati-

The Dutch retail trade

on is complete and/or correct. Detailhandel Nederland does not accept any liability for any consequences

Almost 781,000 people are working in 101,000 shops in the Dutch retail trade. This makes the retail trade

such as damages or lost profits in any way due to the use, trust or actions taken based on the information.

the biggest employer in the Netherlands. In the retail trade achieved a turnover of around 98 billion Euros.
In the entire European Union, around 31 million people work in the retail trade, in 6 million companies

Reuse

with a total turnover of about 2,273 billion Euros.

Reuse of information from this brochure is only permitted with the correct acknowledgement of Detailhandel Nederland.

Detailhandel Nederland
For more information: Joran Frik
joran.frik@detailhandel.nl
0032 2 732 49 42
www.detailhandel.nl
@detailhandel

Grafische vormgeving
Marina Roos-Jansen
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More informatie
Packaging: less, smarter use, more sustainable

Collection of empty batteries

Longer, quieter trucks

Donating to food banks

www.passievoorfood.nl

www.hoogvliet.com

www.ah.nl

www.supersupermarkt.nl

The SKRUTT

Climate neutral distribution centres

Soup from residual products

www.ikea.com

www.bol.com

www.jumbo.com

www.lidl.nl

www.emte.nl

Becoming circular in every aspect

Pick of the day

www.benelux.aswatson.com

www.instock.nl

Pilots against food spillage

Repackaging

www.duurzamereten.nl

www.dirk.nl

The ‘Eetmaatje’

Preparing food in-store

www.ah.nl

www.fb.com/PlusWinterswijk/

www.ah.nl

Own a product or take advantage of its function?
www.ep.nl

New clothes from old fibres

www.expert.nl

www.gidrd.nl

More and more recycling of old appliances in

Repairing products prevents waste

stores

www.reparatiewinkel.nl

www.gamma.nl

Saving energy, reducing emissions

www.wecycle.nl

www.cbl.nl

Sustainable distribution
www.plus.nl
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Cooperation around a sustainable retail sector

The Super Supermarket Quality Mark for sus-

Klus bewust (Conscious DIY)

at European level

tainable retailers

www.gamma.nl/klusbewust

ec.europa.eu

www.supersupermarkt.nl

Organic products
Sector initiative for more sustainable pack-

Increasing awareness

aging

www.nederlandschoon.nl

ec.europa.eu

Energy efficiency label

www.kidv.nl

Glas in ’t Bakkie
Alliance Sustainable Food reduces food waste

ec.europa.eu

www.glasscheiden.nl

Ecolabel

www.duurzamereten.nl

Plastic Heroes
ICSR Covenants rely on strength of industry

ec.europa.eu

www.plasticheroes.nl

Sustainable timber

www.ser.nl

Energievreters

www.gamma.nl

www.energievreters.nl

Stickers against spillage
www.supersupermarkt.nl/
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